
 

Arivu tamil movie is released and the trailers of the movie is released and this film’s story line is really interesting. One can download Arivu full movie with Tamil subtitles online. The film was directed by Shibu Gangadharan, featured Aari as the protagonist, alongside an ensemble cast including Ishaara Nair, Bhavana (actress), Shilpa Manjunath, Baburaj Charuvakkaram and Vineeth Kumar .
Produced by Sweekar Ravi under his production house Shibu Movie Creations. The music has been composed by Vidyasagar Download Arivu tamil movie in HD print with 720p and 1080p resolutions. Also, you can watch Arivu full movie online in tamil. Arivu tamil dubbed movie download link is given below. Directors:Shibu Gangadharan,Starring:Aari,Ishaara Nair,Bhavana (actress),Shilpa
Manjunath,Baburaj Charuvakkaram and Vineeth Kumar,Production Company:Sweekar Ravi under his production house Shibu Movie Creations. Tollywood Database offers a list of almost all other south Indian dubbed movies. Download Tamil language movies in high quality for free.. The film score and soundtrack were composed by film composer Bharadwaj. The film was launched in December
2009 and was shot in Mysore, Kerala, Bangalore and Chennai. Shooting was completed in August 2010. Before the release of this movie, its teaser was released on YouTube. The film received positive reviews from critics. The Times of India gave a rating 3/5 and stated "Arivu definitely makes a mark where other films have tried to leave their imprint". Sify rated the film 3/5 stating that "Arivu is a
teenage love story with lots of action elements." Behindwoods gave a rating 2/5 calling the movie "disappointing", adding that it is "one movie which falls short when it comes to creating an impact". Indiaglitz gave a review stating "The movie will appeal to the youngsters and girls in particular" and rated the movie 1.75/5. The satellite rights of the film were sold to Zee Thamizh. The film released on
26 September 2010, coinciding with Gandhi Jayanthi, opening to mixed reviews from critics. The film did a decent business at the Box office and was a hit in Chennai, but did poorly in other parts of Tamil Nadu.

Following its release, several controversies arose regarding similarities between this film and "7aum Arivu", a previously released science-fiction film starring Suriya. The director of the latter, AR Murugadoss, and his associate Hari were later given credits in the film's title and songs. Following the release, a legal suit was filed against Shibu Gangadharan citing plagiarism. The verdict went in favour of
Murugadoss and Hari. Despite that, Gangadharan released a DVD on YouTube claiming that there was no such case filed by Murugandoss as claimed by him and that he was still to receive any such order from the court confirming the claim. The music is scored by Vidyasagar.
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